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01.

THE CURRENT BRAND

BRAND OVERVIEW

POINT OF DIFFERENTIATION

Diverse and inclusive shade ranges and formulas

Fun and Unique Packaging

Accessible and Affordable price point

Focused on Digital Platforms

Scope Beauty is a new and upcoming beauty brand that aims to give consumers inclusive, quality makeup at an
affordable drugstore price point. Based in the UK, the brand aims to redefine beauty by creating products that cater
to individuals in an effort to redefine the industry. The packaging is distinct within this drugstore market and justifies
the brands position and point of view: it’s created for a digital first audience that thrive on social media. The brand
focuses on providing inclusive and diverse shades and formulas in order to cater for the masses: this has become an
expectation within the premium and luxury sector but has not been reciprocated within the drugstore market to its full
potential. Scope Beauty sets out to make this the ‘norm’ within the market by offering inclusivity across price ranges.
Inclusivity does not only define skin colour but encompasses a range of genders, ages and sexualities to name only a
few. These form the fundamental foundations of the brand which enables the creation of a community and a lifestyle
brand as people become apart of the wide scope of beauty.

PRODUCT RANGE & PRICING

Primer

£3

Foundation

£8

Concealer

£3

Powder

£4.50

Eyeshadow Palette

£5

Mascara

£10

Eyebrow Pencil

£2.50

Blush

£4.50

Bronzer

£4.50

Highlighter

£4.50

Lipstick

£4

Lip gloss

£4

Nail Polish

£3

The current product offering for Scope
Beauty encompasses a full range of
products that are available. This ensures
that when shopping a consumer can
purchase a full face of makeup (if wanted)
from Scope Beauty without having to go to
other brands to complete the routine. The
pricing for this is therefore consequentially
competitive with brands directly within
the drugstore sector. It is important for the
prices to remain low to ensure complete
accessibility and in turn inclusivity as the
brand looks to not exclude people of varying
financial backgrounds.
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TARGET DEMOGRAPHIC

The target demographic for Scope Beauty is predominantly female and those who already and accustomed to wearing
makeup products. In addition to this primary consumer, Scope Beauty acknowledges that it is targeting those people
who need and are looking for a brand and a range of products that are inclusive in their attitude and formulation. The
brand is also aware of the growing number of male and gender neutral consumers who are also looking to purchase

SCOPE BEAUTY
BRAND NAME
The name for Scope Beauty stems from inclusivity and represents the importance of this in
the current macro environment. It is based upon the concept of a rainbow and the different
shades and variations that are found within this: this is a symbol that has become used for
the LGBTQ+ community and is symbolic of their open minded attitude to everyone. With this
in mind ‘Scope’ encompasses people across all genders, sexualities, ages, ethnicities and
financial backgrounds to name only a few. These people are all celebrated regardless of the
wider popular culture. According to the Cambridge dictionary ‘Scope’ is defined in two ways:

“the range of a subject covered by a book, programme, discussion, class etc “

Or

“the opportunity for doing something”

inclusive products from a brand that understands the importance of this. With this in mind the consumers have been
broken down into four sections:

1
2
3

Young teenage girls who are looking for products that can be worn everyday: they
are products that can be worn to school but also ones that they can have fun and
experiment with. This consumer group focuses on a digital first audience - purchases
depend on their reference groups opinions and in addition to this the products need to
be accessible and affordable to align with their budgets.

Older teenage girls and those in their early twenties form the second dominant
consumer group - makeup and other beauty products are used on a daily basis and
become a crucial part of their daily routine and self expression. As they are studying and
in entry level jobs they are unable to afford high priced products and therefore want a
range of staple that have a high performance factor.

Older female consumers who are not explicitly interested in makeup will form the third
segmentation. They are looking for simple products that work well and are looking for
shades and formulas that work alongside their identities, and their makeup needs. As
makeup is not a primary role in their daily lives they do not want to spend large amounts
of money on the products which is what makes Scope Beauty and ideal brand for these
consumers.

This encompasses the motivations and goals of Scope Beauty. On the one hand the brand
looks to create products for a range of people whilst simultaneously creating an opportunity
for community and an encompassing lifestyle

6
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The fourth and final consumer group is an umbrella group that covers those who do not
feel they fit in or belong and as a result struggle to find products and brands that they
relate to. This consumer is not defined by their age, gender or sexuality and are looking
towards Scope Beauty to provide them with their makeup needs. This consumer is hard
to define and is one that does not need to be - its for the person that wants to be their
individual self enhanced by a brand that supports them.
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BRAND IDENTITY

KELLERS BRAND EQUITY MODEL

(in accordance to Leo Burnett’s model for brand identity and brand consultancy in Randall; 2000)

Keller.K.L. Strategic Brand Management. (1997)

Brand Competence:

Brand Identity:

Scope Beauty offers a functional product quality that focuses on consumers and therefore places the importance

The current visual identity of Scope Beauty is bright and colourful and has a very feminine appearance because of

on their desires and needs. With this in mind the products are designed and formulated to focus on what it is

this. The brand is able to stand out within the drugstore sector as they are offering an authentic range of products

they are needing and are consequentially filling a gap within the current beauty market. The ergonomics and

that look to be inclusive to a variety of different people who have different needs. The bright pastel colours are

aesthetics form a fundamental part of how the brand is able to function from a consumer perspective as this is

coherent across all platforms and allows a unique and consistent identity to be built: there is however concern that

the element that reinforces the brands actual identity. Although the brand is primarily focusing on the people

this feels young and is not something that everyone would want to buy into. Consumers do however understand

(consumers) and the purpose (values), the products have also become a fundamental part of this. (PLEASE SEE

the brands aims and values as well as the authenticity behind the brand - this is a driving force behind purchase.

SECTION … FOR THE FULL MARKETING MIX AND FIGURE X FOR HOW THESE THREE ELEMENTS WORK TOGETHER).
Brand Meaning:
Brand Image:

Scope Beauty’s products meet consumer needs by giving them an inclusive selection of products that are at an affordable

The brand personality of Scope Beauty is fundamentally positive with an uplifting and inclusive attitude. Within

price point. This allows a level of practicality and accessibility to a wider audience who are seeking products. Scope

market the brands role is to create and market products that are intended to be inclusive and accessible to everyone.

Beauty is also meeting consumers needs on a social, ethical and psychological level as it is beginning to build a brand

These intentions formulate the brand values and is what ultimately forms the brand voice. Characteristically

community that allows people to feel al though they belong - this element increases the chance of consumer retention.

Scope Beauty are future thinking and innovative company that pride themselves on creating products and
formulas that are distinct and unique within market and attract an audience that feel under-represented.

Brand Response:
Consumers associate the Scope Beauty products with quality which is only enhanced by the low and accessible

Brand Benefit:

drugstore price point which ensures financial inclusivity. These elements creates a positive brand perception and

Scope Beauty is offering a benefit to consumers by providing products that engage directly with their

makes the brand likeable from a consumer perspective. It is promoting a genuine and authentic message that people

individuality. This creates a psychological benefit as it begins to form an internal brand community of

can understand and relate to which creates a feeling of trust as the know that they are buying into a brand that

people that feel accepted which is a direct result from buying a product that is formulated for that person.

understands who they are. Scope Beauty is relevant within the wider macro environment and places a heavy importance

In addition to this Scope Beauty is looking to build a brand that focuses on its values and the social and

on the consumer needs as the brand understands their individuality. As of current, Scope Beauty is not superior to

ethical concerns that are most prevalent throughout societies. A key part of this looks at diversifying the

other competitor brands as it is offering products that are of a similar price point. However, the brand is able to stand

beauty industry through inclusivity which includes making the price of the products accessible to all.

out within the drugstore market as it is offering a brand universe that is inclusive to those wanting to buy into it.

Brand Appearance:

Brand Resonance:

The visual identity and brand appearance is perhaps the weakest element of Scope Beauty. In theoretical practice

Scope Beauty understands that the vast majority of target consumers care deeply about inclusivity and social

and when looking at the brand mission and visions the brand has a strong USP and position within society. However,

acceptance: inclusivity and diversity and key topics of conversation within this. Scope Beauty are promoting this

the branding is currently too young and for some overwhelming with the multitude of colours being presented. This

through the brand identity and product releases. Its about creating a brand that is authentic from the foundations with

positions the brand within the younger female demographic which is not what Scope Beauty want to establish a name

community being a crucial part of this to ensure consumer engagement on a personal and human level regardless of

as. The visual identity needs to reflect the brand values and focus in on the inclusive aspect whilst sitting within the

who they are.

drugstore sector.
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EXISTING VISUAL IDENTITY
The current visual identity of Scope Beauty
is bright and colourful with the concept
being to emulate a rainbow: this is the
universal symbol of the LGBTQ+ community
and promotes positivity and acceptance
throughout society. The circle ‘S.B’ logo has
been used as a shorter version for Scope
Beauty where it is not possible to use the
full name such as on the social media
profile. The packaging and branding of the
products is bright and colourful and does
promote the brands overall ethos - however,
it can seem young and perhaps too feminine
looking at it from a consumer perspective.
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SITUATIONAL ANALYSIS
Scope Beauty are able to enter into the drugstore beauty sector as they have identified a gap within the market that is
not focused on in the same way that it is within the premium sectors. The beauty industry on a whole is saturated and
dominated by the larger companies such as Esteé Lauder Companies: however consumers are increasingly seeking
out more personal connections from brands [WGSN; 2019] which is something a smaller brand can offer. With this in
mind the threat of larger competitors can begin to become irrelevant as the product offering and surrounding brand
identity is distinctly different as it focuses on people and creating an inclusive brand for them. Scope Beauty prides
itself on inclusion and as a result has the opportunity for further product expansion including skincare as the goal
is to create products that consumers are wanting. Positioned as an accessible brand with a focus on community the
brand is selling a positive lifestyle that consumers can connect and engage with and allows for differentiation within
the market. This is further supported by the brands packaging which stands out amongst the other drugstore beauty
brands and ensures the attention remains on Scope Beauty. However, as a new brand entering the market there will
be little to no brand recognition initially: this will need to be the focus of the marketing and brand strategy to ensure a
dominant position within the market.

S

W

Inclusive shade range and formulas for all skin tones

Lack of reputation as a new brand

To summarise, the key points of the current brand:
•

A drugstore beauty brand that looks to bring quality makeup to everyone regardless
of their financial background

•

Inclusive range of products, shades and formulas

•

Operating as a digital first brand with a focus on social media channels to ensure the

Strong social media presence

target demographic is engaged

Accessible and affordable price range

•

Strong brand Identity and voice

Creation of a brand community and universe to engage with consumers emotional
behaviours and social responsibility

Social and ethical values
Focused on the consumer

SWOT

Expansion of product range which can include skincare

Threat of competitor brands offering similar priced

and lifestyle

products - they are established within the market

Eco - friendly and sustainable packaging

The beauty industry is competitive and saturated with

Expansion into international markets

new products and brands being released
Competitor brands promoting products targeting an
established and potentially loyal following

12
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Consumer desire for luxury products

T
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THE WIDER BEAUTY INDUSTRY

02.

BRAND POSITION

Todays global beauty industry is estimated to be worth $532 billion (business insider; 2019) with the UK being the
sixth largest market for beauty and personal care. (Whitehouse.L; 2018) This is an industry that is expected to continue
growing which is why Scope Beauty has the opportunity to grow a large and successful brand having identified a current
gap in the market. Currently the beauty, and in particular makeup, sector is dominated by the premium and luxury
brands who are dominating the market . This however is beginning to change as consumers are looking for smaller
beauty brands that are able to differentiate themselves and that stand within the market with a distinct point of view
and purpose. (Kestenbaum.R; 2018) People are looking towards younger brands that are built upon social and ethical
values (Forbes; 2018) with more brands beginning to understand the importance of corporate social responsibility.
As start-up and young brands continue to emerge within the market the larger corporations, such as Esteé Lauder
Companies, are beginning to buy shares within these in order to gage a better understanding of consumers at a lower
level.

MARKET RESEARCH
Scope Beauty is attempting to enter the beauty market which has become increasingly saturated over recent by

Millennial and gen z consumers will pay more for
brands that are participating in CSR. 66% of global

larger, established brands as well as new digital first brands such as Glossier. With this in mind it is vital to gain an
understanding of the people within the market and to focus on those that purchase from within the drugstore sector. In
a survey conducted with 25 people (see appendix 7.2) 95% state they still purchase makeup in-store and the majority

consumers are willing to pay more for brands

of people state that the accessibility and price is the main factor for purchasing drugstore products. Consumers are

committed to positive social and environmental impact.

now looking for a brand that goes beyond the products as 76% of people say that the ethics of a brand alters the
likelihood of purchase. Inclusivity has become a fundamental part of brands identities as 68% of consumers rate it as
15
very
important which supports the 92% of consumers who like the idea of a brand offering inclusive products.

Lieberstein.M.A. Brand meaning and Valuation in the age of millennial & Gen
Z Consumerism. (2019)
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These are the results to “Why would
you purchase drugstore makeup”.
when asking 25 people. (Bell.E;
2019)
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GAP IN THE MARKET

BRAND POSITIONING
HIGH PRICE

The point of differentiation for Scope Beauty
is very clear and as a result is setting
out with an objective to be a diverse and
Chanel

inclusive brand. The fundamental beliefs

Dior

of the brand conclude that everyone who
wants to should be able to have access to

Saint Laurent

Estee Lauder

makeup products that suit their skin tones.
It shouldn’t be limited to those who have

Fenty

Lancome

“common” colourings or those who can afford
the higher premium priced products where

Clinique

this is more readily available. Looking to
disrupt the conventional norms of the beauty
industry the brand are offering products that
come in a range of shades and formulas that

Benefit

Too Faced

Tarte

are suitable for a range of people. Within
the luxury and premium beauty markets

Glossier

brands are placing particular importance
on inclusivity and diversity of shades which
has been dubbed ‘the Fenty effect’ since

DIVERSE RANGE

NARROW RANGE

Rihanna’s launch of Fenty Beauty in 2017.
(Schallon.L; 2018) However there is a gap
within the drugstore market as there is

Bare Minerals

currently no one brand offering an inclusive
and accepting identity. This is something
that is becoming increasingly important to
consumer with 96% of people saying that
L’oreal

diversity and inclusivity is important to them.
(see appendix X) Scope Beauty is tapping

No’7

into the wider macro trend that is present
throughout society with this becoming a key
societal movement. The brand is creating

Revlon

Maxfactor

NYX

Maybelline

products that align directly to beliefs and
consequentially fulfil a gap within the

ELF

Rimmel

SCOPE BEAUTY

Collection

current beauty market. (see appendix 7.1 for a
breakdown of Scope Beauty’s market position
using the model of Porters five forces.
16

LOW PRICE
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03.

BRAND STRATEGY

PUTTING THE BRAND TO MARKET
The current visual identity of Scope Beauty is very sweet
and feminine and on the whole does convey the brand
values and ethos to the intended audience. However there
are some concerns that this is too feminine for an inclusive
beauty brand and could also appear young - although this
would suit one of the intended audiences this would not
necessarily be something that everyone wants. With this in
mind it is important to gain market feedback on the visual
identity of the brand to understand how it is perceived.

Looking at the primary feedback that was received from
putting the identity to market the majority of people stated
that they would prefer a beauty brand that looks clean and
simple as they highlighted a particular trend towards the
minimalism aesthetic. Within this aesthetic gender neutral
was also highlighted with others going on to describe a
clinical appearance as being what they would prefer. It is
important that Scope Beauty is able to stand out within
the drugstore sector as brands are using bright and bold
colours to attract consumers attention. Having an identity
that is softer, cleaner and much more simple would stand
out in this setting where brands are focusing on harsher
and brighter colours. The feedback for the name and
logo has been positive with people understanding that it
communicates a range of people and identities with people
picking up on both diversity and inclusivity. They stated
that having a cleaner logo seemed to promote a feeling
of luxury and increased the perception of brand value.
They preferred this logo and identity over the existing that
utilises colour with many people picking up on it feeling
‘young’ and too feminine. With this in mind the visual
identity of Scope Beauty needs to be rethought in order
to engage with the highest amount of people: currently
the brand is not reaching its full potential as the visuals
do not correlate with the intended target demographics.

Please see the full results from this in Appendix 7.2.
18
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RECOMMENDATIONS
The current brand operations of Scope Beauty indicate that the visual identity is
not as coherent as it could be. This means that from a consumer perspective Scope
Beauty does not have a consistent brand voice that aligns with not only the identity
but also the values, mission and vision that form the fundamentals of the brand.
It is therefore vital that Scope Beauty does a rebrand of the visual identity which
will include the packaging, website and social media channels. To launch this a
range of editorial content will be shot and used for the campaign and promotion
of Scope Beauty and will help launch the brand within the drugstore market.

As a brand that is focused on engaging with people on a personal level it is important
for Scope Beauty to understand who their consumers are and to begin interacting with
them more. A brand like Glossier are a prime example of this as they have understood the

To summarise, the following recommendations are:

importance of listening to consumers and making direct changes due to their opinions.
This is an element that Scope Beauty will begin to adopt into the brand strategy as it will

•

visuals

ensure the brand grows in a way that is positive and also ensures that it aligns with its
consumers beliefs as well as the wider macro trends seen throughout societies. To allow

•

•

Scope Beauty are currently looking to launch with a full range of products with the
argument for this being that by releasing a complete range the brand is allowing

Creation of editorial content to be used across all communication channels and to
support the rebranding

can contribute their thoughts and engage directly with the brand and will begin to
situate Scope Beauty as a lifestyle brand as consumers are becoming apart of the brand.

Creation of a blog to continue engaging with people and consumers on a personal and
human level

this consumer engagement the creation of a Scope Beauty Blog would be a beneficial
addition to the website and will start the creation of a brand universe. Here, consumers

Rebranding of the Scope Beauty identity (this includes the brand voice as well as the

•

Recreation of fewer products

•

To launch a program that allows for the recycling of packaging

•

A new campaign to launch the brand and the products that focuses on the brand
values

consumers to purchase a full face of makeup from Scope Beauty without having to shop
elsewhere. However, as stated by Freda “the average home [has] 12 beauty brands”
(2017). This highlights to Scope Beauty that launching with a full range of products is
not needed in this macro environment as the likelihood of a consumer purchasing a full
look is slim. With this in mind it is recommended that Scope Beauty launches with four
products - each coming in four shades. This will include a lip gloss, highlight, bronzer
and blush. Looking at industry research it is reported that these powder products are
often not formulated for people with varying skin tones and as a result appear chalky
on many. Scope Beauty looks to formulate these powders and is using these first four
shades as a ‘test run’ to gage consumer feedback. Alongside these products the release
of four universal, hydrating lip glosses will also be released; these are smaller purchases
that are intended to be fun and work alongside the powders as an extra. All of these
products will be launched in the newly designed packaging with a website to match.
20
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AIMS & OBJECTIVES

MISSION
Scope Beauty’s mission is to inspire creation whilst becoming one of the leading beauty and lifestyle brands. Its about

Scope Beauty’s aim is to produce quality colour cosmetics to be marketed as inclusive and accessible

creating products that fulfil a consumer needs and delivering these through innovation with a clear authentic drive

with a low drugstore price point to increase consumer desire. The creation of an inclusive community

behind the brand.

that surrounds the brand is vital for Scope Beauty and will allow a deeper understanding of who
consumers are as well as their needs. The ‘big picture’ for Scope Beauty is to become one of the
leading and dominant brands within the beauty market as it pushes forward its positive message of
inclusivity that encompasses a wide ‘scope’ of people. Consumers will continue to remain at the heart

VISION

of what the brand does as Scope Beauty looks to push forward a consumer centric culture.
Our vision is to establish Scope Beauty among a generation of consumers who seek inclusivity with the aim being
to create products directly for them. The brand is guided by the voices and behaviours of people in order to build a
Short Term Goals:
•

To set up an e-commerce site which links to a shoppable Instagram page

•

To establish and rebrand a clear and coherent brand identity across all

leading beauty and lifestyle brand that aims to make inclusive products accessible to the masses. As a purpose driven
company Scope Beauty are inspiring the change of beauty through innovation of formulas and direct communication
what aspires towards complete inclusivity among the sector.

communication channels
•

To begin expanding shade ranges after receiving consumer feedback

PROPOSITION
Medium Term Goals:
Scope Beauty are offering a brand that goes beyond products and the beauty sector as it enters into the lifestyle
•

To be stocked in Superdrug stores across the UK

•

To continue releasing new products that includes an inclusive range of
shades, colours and formulas

•

domain. The brand is able to do this by offering a range of products that appeal directly to consumers attitudes and
beliefs: this allows engagement at a personal and human level and provides a point of differentiation for Scope Beauty
within the drugstore sector.

To build a strong following on social media channels with a high engagement

Long Term Goals:

VALUES

•

To have a recognised brand name with a focus on social media and digital platforms

•

Global expansion beyond the UK

This proposition forms a fundamental part of the brand values and reflects the brand focus on diversifying the market

•

Expansion of product range to go beyond beauty products and to begin including

and in turn the consumer purchasing. Scope Beauty’s founding values are built upon inclusivity and understanding

lifestyle

what this means in todays modern climate: its about being socially ethical whilst also creating the high performing and
quality products. Using the brand as the driving force to do this Scope Beauty is focusing on redefining and breaking
down the barriers of the beauty industry to encompass a wider scope of people.

22
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MARKETING MIX
Promotion:
Scope Beauty will communicate with consumers primarily through their social media as the focus will fall on
Product:
The products of Scope Beauty are an integral part of the brand and their communication
as this is the element that builds a brand reputation and is what consumers will
directly engage with. Scope Beauty are aiming to create high quality products that
focus on inclusivity: its about creating products that are affordable in order to

the now traditional platforms of Instagram and Youtube and will extend across Snapchat and TikTok to ensure
a complete brand communication strategy. Advertising and campaigns will be consistent with the brands
visual identity being representative of the brand voice and will consists of the product colours to formulate the
wide scope available. The people used within this will be representative of the brand values and will highlight
the inclusive nature of the brand to ensure that Scope Beauty is enticing a range of positive consumers.

challenge the wider beauty industry and particularly the premium priced products
and brands. The brands foundations is built upon inclusivity with this being reflected
in the products as they have a diverse range of shades and formulas. The product
range will start quite narrow in order to engage with consumers and their feedback:
this can be expanded later to include other sectors such as skincare and lifestyle.

Physical Evidence:
Scope Beauty’s packaging is representative of the brands identity as it is a visual indication to consumers of the
brands identity, voice and underlying values. The packaging utilises the colour of the product but also takes on a
minimal and clean approach to ensure that is stays relevant to the target demographic. The physicality’s of the
brand allows it to feel genuine and authentic which are two defining factors of this generations macro influences.

Price:
The price of Scope Beauty products is low and affordable in order to allow
the brand to sit within the drugstore sector. This ensures that Scope Beauty
is accessible to a large number of people including those who are unable
to afford higher priced items - this allows the brand to ensure complete
inclusivity. The pricing is competitive in comparison to other brands and is
offering products with added value for either less or of a similar price-point.

Process:
Products will be easy to purchase and readily available to consumers as the brand is at first operating
on a digital platform which allows for convenience and ease of purchase. Consumers will be able to
purchase directly through the e-commerce platform as well as going through the social media platforms
with a particular focus on Instagram shopping. This will allow consumers to feel and experience
the brand through a digital setting and ensures that products align with consumers digital habits.

Place:
Scope Beauty will be primarily operating across digital platforms which will
include an e-commerce site and social media platforms. The brand will launch
online with a campaign to support this with this being displayed across a range
of communication channels including Instagram, Youtube and TikTok. The visual
brand identity will also be prevalent across all of these communication channels
to ensure that the brand has a consistent place within the beauty market.

CREATING A CONSUMER RELATIONSHIP
Scope Beauty is a brand that focuses and prides itself on its values and social responsibility with this being
one of the core foundations of the brand alongside the products themselves. With this in mind it is therefore
imperative for Scope beauty to create a loyal and emotional connection to its consumers and to do this
through the offering of a brand community. Scope Beauty is able to ensure brand loyalty by offering a range of

People:
People will form one of the most dominant aspects of Scope beauty and will
be what the brands values focus on - the focus is on including these people
regardless of who they are. At its core Scope Beauty is about creating products
for people: it is therefore important to convey this through the images and voices
of ‘real’ people in order for consumers to understand the brands goal, mission
and vision. The people will need to be positive about the brand and express

products that are inclusive and unique within the drugstore sector and allows people to feel apart of a brand
community. Awareness and recognition are both crucial when creating positive brand equity and Scope Beauty
ensures this by having a distinct brand identity and an equally strong brand identity. Ensuring that people are
connected and involved within the brand is crucial as this is ultimately what will drive purchases: there are no
limitations on who can purchase as products are being offered to all regardless of skin colour, age, gender or
financial capabilities.

their own values with a level of authenticity that is genuine from a consumer
perspective to ensure that it does not come across as fake and scripted.
24
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AIDAR MODEL IN RELATION THE RECOMMENDATIONS
Elias St. Elmo Lewis. (1898)
Awareness:
As a new brand people are currently unaware of Scope Beauty and what their brand
values are: it is therefore important that the fundamental points of the brand are
brought to the forefront for consumers. The proposed recommendations will combat
this by providing a redesign of the packaging and website to ensure that a cohesive
brand identity is being presented. This will be further supported by the creation of
editorial content which will visually reinforce the brands aesthetic. This will also allow
Scope Beauty to differentiate themselves within the beauty market and give a point of
distinction which acts as a form of added value alongside the products themselves. The
campaign (see section four for more detail) will provide awareness across a range of digital
platforms and will launch the brand into the industry by targeting a digital first audience.

Interest:
Once the brand have attracted peoples awareness surrounding Scope Beauty they will
be able to keep engagement through the diverse and inclusive products that are being
launched. These first four initial products will become part of product drops with the
aim being to attract consumers to the brand. The hype around the products will inspire
audiences to purchase into the brand which will be heightened by the accessibility
and affordability of the products - in essence this will give them the opportunity
to become ‘cult’ products. This is a unique proposition within the drugstore beauty

Action:

market as Scope Beauty are offering products that have added value in order to inspire

Scope Beauty are primarily looking to target a younger, female consumer who will be unable to spend large

consumers to be apart of an inclusive community. This is supported by the product

proportions of money on beauty items - they do however still want something that is fun and of a high quality.

formulations as they allow products to be accessible to a wider range of people: its

Scope Beauty can therefore be creative in the products that they release as long as the brand remain consistent

focus is to create makeup for people who struggle to find products suitable for them.

with the products delivering what they promise. The brand values also form a significant part of the brand
and with the recommendations these will become increasingly prominent. Scope Beauty focuses in on

Desire:

inclusivity and this will be used as the key brand message. Other social and ethical values will also dominant

Scope Beauty will begin to create desire for consumers by first of all ensuring that the

the brand with environmental issues being considered through the recommended transform initiative.

products are accessible and inclusive for those with a lower financial budget. This is one of

26

the key selling points for the brand and will initially draw consumers into the brand as it acts

Retention:

as a point of differentiation within the beauty market. As part of the recommendations the

Scope Beauty are able to ensure brand retention by ensuring that the products remain of a high quality which will

rebranding of Scope Beauty, and in particular of the packaging, will support and increase

encourage consumers to return to the brand as well as sharing them with friends and family. This is supported by the

the desirability of the products as it will create a distinct brand identity and give consumers

limited release of product in order to create an element of hype and to keep consumers interest high - this will ensure

products that can be ‘instagrammed’ which is relevant within the Gen Z social culture. It will

brand following. The recommended rebranding of the website will support this element as it will allow consumers to

give Scope Beauty its own visual identity that will stand out in consumers mindsets and

shop easily and will create a positive customer journey that will increase the chances of repeat purchases. This will

will be different to the other current drugstore brands which focus on bright, bold colours.

also create a complete and coherent brand identity that will show consumers who the brand is.
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GENERAL SOCIAL MEDIA STRATEGY AND CHANNELS

UPDATED BRAND IDENTITY
The proposed rebranding of Scope Beauty

Phase 1:

The aim of this phase is to build brand awareness, following and audience engagement
- Post images and short videos across all social media platforms - ratio, 3 images: 1
video
- 1 advertisement per week on Instagram

extends to the visual appearance of the
brand. The name and logo will remain the
same however the brand will now utilise a
softer and cleaner colour palette in order
to promote a feeling of luxe and to keep on
trend with consumer desires.

- Use organic and paid posts to grow following

Hiragino Sans - W0
Phase 2:

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890

The aim of this phase is to build a media plan and to drive people/traffic to the newly
designed e-commerce site
- Optimisation of advertising for website visits and additional messenger chats
- Test different calls to action and headlines
- Test different tones, formats and purposes

Akkurat - Light
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890

Phase 3:

The aim of this phase is to analyse results and ensure optimisation going forward
- Measuring engagement and interaction
- Use analytics to track follower growth and engagement rate
- Look at the website traffic in correlation to the campaign
Use social listening to understand what people are saying about Scope Beauty

SCOPE BEAUTY

These are the five primary social media channels that will be used by Scope Beauty to reach the intended audience.

The purple is the primary colour for Scope Beauty with all other pastel shades used secondary to this.
28
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INITIAL PRODUCTS TO LAUNCH
The initial product launch will consist of four
products with each currently coming in four
shades. These products will form the first
product drop for Scope Beauty as they look to

DUO LIP MOISTURES

slowly expand the brand and products available
to ensure genuine growth. These will be price
similar to the previous products that Scope
Beauty and will still allow the products to sit

HIGHLIGHTER

BLUSHER

within the drugstore category. Both the products
and the packaging have been reformulated to
engage more with consumers with the outside
packaging reflecting the colour: the idea is that
once more shades are added they will visually
form a scope of colours. By staggering the
release of products Scope Beauty is beginning to
build hype around the brand by slowly dropping
products to ensure that there is an excitement
as it begins to emulate the marketing success of
streetwear brands.

BRONZER
Highlighter

£6

Bronzer

£6
X4 Shades
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Blusher

£6

Duo Lip Moistures

£5
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TRANSFORM INITIATIVE

FRONT

The launch of the transform initiative brings a
focus to the brand values as well as Scope Beauty’s
responsibility to the environment by beginning to
recycle beauty packaging. When purchasing from
Scope Beauty each product will come in a recycled
paper bag (as seen in the image on the right) which will
act as protection to the product but will also enable
consumers to send back the empty packaging once
finished. Each bag will be printed with the returning
factory address so that consumers can seal their
used and empty products inside to send back. Once
received the packaging will be taken apart and
stripped back to its original form ready to be used
again in another product. This will limit the amount
of raw materials being used by Scope Beauty and
will look to reduce the brands environmental impact
by transforming old products. On the back of the
packaging will be a ‘tick-box’ style form that will ask
consumers to answer a few simple questions about
the products that they are sending back such as, “is

BACK

the product completely empty?” and “What product
is enclosed?” to determine the different components
that will be found inside. Scope Beauty will be giving
consumers an incentive to participate in this as not
only does it increase the individuals feeling of social
responsibility but they will also receive 10% off their
next purchase. To redeem this consumers will simply
go on to the website and register the products that
they are returning through their account using the
product number located on each item: once this
product has been received the consumer will receive
a confirmation email with their unique 10% code
attached. This simple process will allow consumers
to receive a reward and will also encourage them to
continue purchasing from Scope Beauty as they know
there are choosing a beauty brand that is actively
trying to improve their environmental footprint.
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CREATION OF EDITORIAL CONTENT

The creation of editorial content will allow Scope Beauty
to build a website and range of social media channels with
original and distinct content that represents the brands
identity and ethos. The images created are representative
of the kind of imagery that will be created moving
forward as Scope Beauty looks to bring ‘real’ people and
its consumers to the forefront of the brand to highlight
inclusivity and acceptance.
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WEBSITE REBRANDING
As part of the rebranding of Scope Beauty the website has been created
in accordance to the new and updated brand identity. This branding has
adopted a cleaner, more sleek version of the initial colours proposed to give
a more luxury and on trend identity. This will serve as a direct point of contact
and communication for consumers to engage with the brand and will give
them a visual representation of who the brand is. This is especially important
as there are currently no physical stores for consumers to experience Scope
Beauty. The image to the right of this showcases the new Scope Beauty
branding on the website which will be where products are purchases and
also will now feature the blog to ensure direct consumer engagement. The
website will hold information about Scope Beauty and what it sets out to
do which will include the brands mission, vision and values: these are apart
of the brands foundation and therefore we want consumers to know about
these also.
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MARKETING STRATEGY

CAMPAIGN OVERVIEW AND CONCEPT
To launch Scope Beauty a new digital campaign will be
released in order to engage consumers and to begin
building a loyal brand following and community. The
campaign will be titled “Value your Beauty” and will be
launched across a range of digital platforms that will
include Instagram, Youtube, TikTok and Snapchat. This
campaign will be supported by the rebranding of Scope
Beauty which introduces a newly designed e-commerce
site and repackaged products that are a new formulation.

initiative that will allow consumers to send back empty
packaging for this to be transformed into something new.
The format of the campaign will vary across platforms
but will primarily consist of three short videos of micro
influencers: here they will talk about the products but
the focus will be on their individual values and ethics and
aligning these to the values of Scope Beauty. The brand
is looking to target Gen Z and digital consumers through
this campaign and will look to touch upon all platforms
to ensure the brand creates a presence within the beauty
market. As this is the first product release for Scope
Beauty it is important to create an element of hype around
the brand: its about ‘being in the know’ and by purchasing
Scope Beauty products you are buying into the brand
community and inclusive culture.
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Alongside this Scope Beauty will also begin its ‘transform’
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CAMPAIGN BREAKDOWN

CAMPAIGN RELEVANCE
Ensuring that the campaign proposition is
relevant to both the brand and the intended
audiences is vital and will ensure an impact

Audience:

is seen and a return of investment across for

- 95% female / 5% male

Scope Beauty. Understanding who the intended

- Age: 15 - 25

audience are for the “value your beauty”

- Interests in fashion, popular culture and influencers

campaign is an important step as it ensures that
it is the message is right for the wider society,

Budget:

the brand and the consumers as individuals.

£15,000
As stated previously the overall message of the
Key Markets:UK

‘value your beauty’ campaign appeals directly
to consumers individual needs, opinions and

Marketing Objectives:

values. Gen Z and the younger millennial

- To increase brand awareness among new consumers

consumers are particularly interested in ethical

- To showcase Scope Beauty as a leader in the promotion of social and ethical values

and social concerns and place a large amount

- To encourage consumer engagement across social media platforms

of importance on these matters. By connecting
the brand values to the consumers values

1. Reach: impressions and views

Scope Beauty are able to form a personal

2. Clicks: link clicks and conversions on scope beauty website

connection. For the brand this attracts a
consumer that is relevant and positive to the
brand and begins to create a brand community.

Campaign period:
1st January - 31st January 2019 with the outlook of expanding the campaign concept after a

Having a digital campaign will also prove

review of outcomes

beneficial for Scope Beauty in relation to its
finances and budget available. As a new brand

Social Media platforms and formats:

they will be unable to spend large amounts

Instagram feed/stories: x3 30 second videos with range of editorial images to compliment

of money on a physical and more traditional

Facebook: x3 30 second videos (carousel format) with range of editorial images to

campaign with magazine advertising and

compliment

advertisements. However, this form of marketing

Youtube: 2 minute video

may not be the most beneficial for Scope Beauty

Instagram TV: 2 minute video

when considering who it is they are attempting

Snapchat: filter and x1 30 second ad video in discover section

to target: this audience is most present on digital

TikTok: filter and x1 30 second ad video

platforms so it is relevant for these people. This
allows Scope beauty to keep the costs down and
create less content that is more impactful.
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KPI’s:
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INTENDED CONSUMER REACH
The launch campaign for Scope Beauty will focus
on giving the brand a credible position within
the wider beauty market that will ensure the
brand is known and understood by consumers.
The campaign will be based solely on digital
platforms with a particular focus on social media
channels. This is to ensure the two primary
demographics are targeted which are the younger
teenage girls and the older teens and those in
their early twenties. These consumers are mostly
generation Z with some on the cusp of being a
millennial: these people are all considered to be
digital natives and have grown up with technology

Gen Z consumers are focused on saving money,

being a distinct part of their lives. Having a digital

heavily impacted by social media/influencers, have no

campaign to launch Scope Beauty ensures that

need for brick and mortar stores, are ok with second

this audience is engaging and interacting directly

hand products, and prefer brands that feel authentic.

with the content created. The proposed campaign

Gen Z consumers already make up 30% of the world

will focus on connecting peoples own values
to Scope Beauty and should begin to interact

population.

with people on a personal level that will result
in brand engagement. Scope Beauty is focusing
on creating a positive brand identity and voice

Lieberstein.M.A. Brand meaning and Valuation in the age of millennial & Gen
Z Consumerism. (2019)

that engage with relevant and topical social and
ethical issues: this is something that the target
demographics are taking particular interest in.
“Millennials and Gen Z consumers will pay more
for brands that are participating in CSR. 66%
of global consumers are willing to pay more for
brands committed to positive social change and
environmental impact.” (Lieberstein.M.A; 2019).
Scope Beauty is taking this into consideration
when creating the initial launch campaign by
focusing on both values and environmental
responsibility through the launch of the transform
initiative to begin recycling packaging.
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CAMPAIGN PURPOSE
The purpose of the ‘Value your Beauty’ campaign is to launch Scope
Beauty into the wider beauty industry: this will focus on the brand ethics

campaign will promote the four new products being launched as well as
the new transform initiative which looks to highlight the importance of
environmental responsibility. The definitive purpose is to increase brand
awareness and to ensure consumers direct engagement with the brand
and the various communication channels which includes the website
and various social medias. This will increase site traffic on the website
and the blog with the aim being to increase product sales and traction
around these. It will enable Scope Beauty to build a digital visibility with
their targeted consumers - this helps to establish the brand within the
beauty market as well as on the social media platforms.

CAMPAIGN FORMAT
The Value your Beauty campaign will take the format of a digital campaign:
this is a cost effective approach for Scope Beauty to take as a new brand
as it uses low cost social media channels to distribute content. This will
utilise both video and image format with these being used across the
Scope Beauty social media channels which are Instagram, Facebook,
Youtube, Snapchat and TikTok. These last two social media channels are a
vital component for the brand when considering the target demographic
as theses are two platforms popular among the younger consumers this will ensure consumer engagement. This digital campaign will first
of all consist of three, thirty second videos that will be featured across
all social channels with a focus on Instagram, Youtube and TikTok. In
addition to this editorial images will also be featured on the remaining

VALUE YOUR BEAUTY

and values and look to bring these to the forefront. In addition to this the

platforms to support this video content. Snapchat and TikTok will then
also have a new filter created for people to place over their images and
video content that they create which will enable them to actively be apart
of the Scope Beauty brand.
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RACE MODEL FOR DIGITAL MARKETING
MEASURING THE CAMPAIGN
Reach:
The main key performance indicators that will highlight the success of the value your beauty
campaign are:

1.

To grow the brands awareness on digital platforms which will be measured through an
increase of social media followers and the sharing of content.

2. To improve customer retention through the transform initiative which will be measured by use
of discount code after returning empty products.
3. To increase and drive sales through the launch of the newly designed website what will be
measured through website clicks and purchases.
4. To improve customer engagement leading to consumers being brand advocates which will
be measured by consumer engagement on social media platforms through likes, comments,
reviews and mentions.

If successful this will lead to a return on investment of:

1.

Increased site traffic which will lead to an increase in product sales: this will increase the
brands profit margins

2. The campaign will launch Scope Beauty into the market and give the brand a foundation to
grow upon which will create more growth opportunities

In order to build brand awareness Scope Beauty is focusing on the visual rebranding to ensure that they are promoting
a positive representation of their values, mission and vision. Part of this includes the creation of the website as well
as the editorial content which creates a complete brand identity. The website in particular eases the consumer
shopping experience by providing a functional and user friendly platform: this will help to increase sales and footfall
on the website. The campaign will play into this by building traffic through the Value Your Beauty titled campaign
that connects the values of Scope Beauty to those of its consumers. The focus on growing awareness has led to the
distribution of content across social media platforms which includes those popular among the younger demographics
such as snapchat and tiktok with video content and filters being created for this audience. These elements aim to
maximise audience reach and create multiple opportunities for consumer interactions using a range of touchpoints.

Act:
Interaction is a vital component of this digital marketing campaign, ‘Value your beauty’ as it ensures that consumers
are directly engaging and connecting with Scope Beauty on a personal and human level. It is important that
consumers interact with both the website and the various social media channels to ensure the generation of
leads with the over riding focus being on generating sales. Content will be shared across a range of social media
channels to ensure a wide consumer reach which will increase the likelihood of consumers interacting with
the brand. The creation of snapchat and TikTok filters will play a key part in this as it is a free way for audiences
to become a part of the Scope Beauty brand and share apart of themselves that aligns with the brands values.

Convert:
This digital campaign primarily focuses on launching Scope Beauty and the first drop of products into the wider
beauty industry with the hope being for the brand to establish itself through a recognisable brand identity. In

Elements to ensure successful digital marketing strategy:

addition to this it will also be important for this recognition to be converted to product sales to ensure profit and
growth. The creation of the website will allow consumers to easily purchase products with a process that is

1.

Engaging website - this will support the visual rebranding of Scope Beauty as well as the
campaign of Value Your Beauty

2. SEO (search engine optimisation) - drive traffic to the website
3. Content Marketing - Creative and original content to generate brand awareness, traffic growth,
lead generation and targeting customers
4. Email marketing - promote content, discounts/offers, direct people to the website
5. Social media marketing
6. Pay per click

straightforward to ensure a smooth customer journey. The transform initiative supports this by giving consumers
an incentive to purchase into Scope Beauty over other brands as it boosts their sense of social responsibility.

Engage:
Developing a long term relationship with its consumers is a fundamental part of the Scope Beauty brand as it looks
to engage consumers through their values and ethics as it places a particular focus on inclusivity and acceptance.
Building a brand on social ethics ensures a strong connection with consumers as it connects with issues that are
current and that they can relate to: this ensures brand loyalty as consumers want to buy into a brand that aligns
with their own beliefs which was highlighted by the primary research undertaken. (see appendix 7.2) The transform
initiative is also encouraging loyalty and retention by offering a 10% reward for returning used products which can be
then used on the next purchase: this ensures consumers remain in the buying cycle within Scope Beauty.
Smart Insights.com (2010)
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INSTAGRAM & FACEBOOK
In addition to the video content created for the ‘Value Your Beauty’ campaign, Scope Beauty will continue posting the
editorial content that has been created to support this campaign. These will act as ‘buffer’ images that convey the
brands identity and ethos and will utilise a scope of different people in order to effectively sell the brands inclusive
approach. These posts will feature on the brands Instagram and Facebook platforms as demonstrated here. They will
use the hashtag of ‘#ValueYourBeauty’ to connect with the campaign and to ensure that they are connecting peoples
individual values to those of Scope Beauty’s.
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VISUALISATION OF CONCEPT

CAMPAIGN VIDEOS
The video aspect of this campaign will feature one set of content that will
be broken up into varying forms across the different social media platforms
in order to optimise each channels primary demographic. In order to do this
cost effectively so that it is possible within Scope Beauty’s budget as a new
brand one longer video will be produced which will be featured on YouTube and

a suitable format for each social media channel. This allows Scope Beauty to
be realistic in the creation of a campaign and will be using campaign content
to its full potential with the goal being to achieve the KPI’s set out on page 48.

The campaign videos across all social media channels will be titled ‘Value
Your Beauty’ to tie in the core foundations of Scope Beauty which centre
around social and ethical values and connecting these to consumers.

As suggested by the title the video will focus on the values of Scope Beauty and
understanding how consumers own values connect directly to these. It will be an
authentic feeling video with consumers candidly talking about their own values
in relation to the wider social and ethical issues and topics that are present within
todays world rather than focusing on the products. With the target consumers
being younger millennials and predominantly those from gen z, it is important to
highlight the inclusive and diverse nature of the brand through the people that are
buying the products by hearing from their what is important. This approach will
increase consumers engagement and understanding of the brand values, ethos,
mission and vision and will position Scope Beauty to the forefront of their minds.

The video will not follow a narrative as such but will instead follow the voices and

SCOPE BEAUTY

stories of those chosen to speak in the video - these will be ‘regular’ people who
are passionate about the brand and what it stands for. Within this short clips
will be shown of people putting on the various products and interacting with one
another to highlight the community aspect. The transform initiative will also

FILTER FOR SNAPCHAT & TIKTOK

form a key part and will be highlighted in the longer videos and will show clips

This here is an example of the kind of filter that will be created to be used on both Snapchat and TikTok with the

of the production process as well as the ‘transform’ process where products are

possibility of extending this on to Instagram stories. The filter features a soft lilac hue as well as nude sparkles that

remade. It will finish with a call to action that will vary slightly depending on the

radiate behind the person in the image: on top of this will be the ‘Value Your Beauty’ slogan with the Scope Beauty logo

different social media channel used but for example on Instagram stories it will

underneathe so that users know what brand the filter is created by. The idea behind this is that the younger audiences

feature a ‘swipe up’ to access the website with a similar function appearing on

can interact with their reference groups on a platform that they are familiar with and at the same time they can begin

YouTube allowing people to be taken directly to the website.

VALUE YOUR BEAUTY

Instagram TV: this will then be broken down into smaller segments that fit within

engaging with Scope Beauty who are offering them something that they can use and have fun with for no cost.
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CAMPAIGN VIDEOS
The various formats of this video that will be utilised across the different social media channels are:
1.

X3 thirty second videos for Instagram feed, Instagram Stories, Facebook Feed (carousel) and Facebook stories

2.

Full 120 second (2 minute) video for Instagram TV and YouTube

3.

X1 thirty second ad video for Snapchat Discover and TikTok

x 3 thirty second edited video

VALUE YOUR BEAUTY

0 seconds
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120 seconds

x 1 thirty second edited video
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To summarise:
•

Scope Beauty is a new digital beauty situated in the drugstore market that looks to
bring makeup innovation to everyone

•

It highlights inclusivity and focuses on various social and ethical values and issues

•

To develop the brands strategy the website, products and overall brand identity have
been rebranded to align with Scope Beauty’s newly defined mission and vision

•

Key elements have been created such as the editorial content, blog and transform
initiative to continue engaging with consumers

•

A campaign titled ‘Value Your Beauty’ will be released to launch Scope Beauty into the
industry and will focus on aligning consumers own values to those of the brands

•

This will be a digital campaign featured across the brands social media channels
which includes Instagram, Facebook, Snapchat, Youtube and Tiktok.

•

The campaign will feature the range of editorial content created as well as video
content which will be one 2 minute video which will then also be edited down to
ensure optimisation for the various channels

•

The aim of this campaign is to increase brand awareness within the market and to
drive traffic and sales of products through the newly designed website

•

It is important that Scope Beauty connects with its consumers on a personal and
human level with those who understand the values and the importance of a Scope of
Beauty
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7.1

07.

APPENDIX

PORTERS 5 FORCES

Threat of New Entrants:
Within the beauty industry there is a high threat of new brands coming into the market as brands are already
constantly releasing new products and campaigns with unique selling points to make them more desirable
to consumers. The beauty industry is one of the fastest growing which means that new brands are trying to
break in and make a profit from this. Brands are continuously launching with digital first strategies to appeal
to a social media generation: this means that products not only have to be functional but they also need to
visually be appealing. Scope Beauty is able to tap into this market by offering an affordable product that
sits within the drugstore sector: its offering consumers a product with added value and social responsibility.

Threat of Substitutes:
The threat of substitutes is also high within the makeup industry as there are many brands available that offer similar
products. It is likely that consumers are able to find similar performing products from other market sectors including
premium and luxury but this is an area that many people cannot access. Scope Beauty offers products at an affordable
price point that consumers are able to purchase into - there is little threat of counterfeit products due to it being a new
brand at a low price point.

Bargaining Power of Suppliers:
Scope Beauty are currently not reliant on specific suppliers to deliver and manufacture products. As a
new brand they are able to be flexible with this and find suppliers that fit best with the brand ethos and
values. Finding the right suppliers may take time as it is important to find a company who ensure quality
and value inclusivity to ensure that products are sold at a reasonable price whilst also remaining ethical.
Bargaining Power of Buyers:
As a new start-up brand buyers and consumers will have a large amount of power over the brand as it has not
yet established a reputable identity and strategy. With this in mind Scope Beauty will have to listen directly to its
consumers and address any concerns or problems that arise: it is therefor imperative that Scope Beauty engage
and interact with its consumers to understand their opinions and needs as well as their social and ethical concerns.
Competitive Rivalry within Industy:
The competitive rivalry within the beauty industry is extremely high as there are new brands being released
constantly as well as an array of pre-established brands and conglomerates such as Esteé Lauder Companies, Coty
and Loreal. These existing competitors (such as Fenty, Glossier, Rimmel and Maybelline) have already built a strong
brand following using both traditional media methods as well as understanding the importance of social media. As
mentioned previously Scope Beauty have been able to identify a gap within the market by offering an inclusive brand
within the drugstore sector.
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